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The acceptance of being tracked by your mobile is accelerated by ticketless
transport systems, increased surveillance and successful location-based services.
Anyone who has used an iPhone will be aware that
location services are now embedded in most smartTLSRIW&]XLIWXEVXSJXLIVI[IVISZIV
PSGEXMSRFEWIHM4LSRIETTW[MXLRI[SRIWFIMRK
VIPIEWIHIZIV]QSRXL)UYEPP]XLSWI[LSQEOIYWI
SJ+SSKPI0EXMXYHI[MPPORS[LS[IEW]MXMWXSWII
where their friends are, in real time, on the basis of
[LIVI XLIMV TLSRIW EVI *EGIFSSO 4PEGIW WMQMPEVP]
allows you to openly share your whereabouts. For
many, the ability to be located via the position of our
QSFMPI TLSRIW GER WIIQ PMOI E RI[ HIZIPSTQIRX
but it has actually been used for quite some time.
From a security perspective, when needed, and with
XLI GSSTIVEXMSR SJ XLI QSFMPI RIX[SVOW WIGYVMX]
services in many countries have been able to locate
suspects to within a meter or so by triangulating
signals from a mobile phone to the communications
QEWXWERHXLMWLEWFIIREOI]EWWIXMRXLITSPMGI´W
XSSPFS\ JSV SZIV X[IRX] ]IEVW RS[ 1SVI WTIGM½G
location of people has been possible in recent years,
even when a phone is switched off. As long as there
is a battery in the phone, it can be remotely turned
on, located and turned off in milliseconds and this
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too has now become an additional security issue.
)WTIGMEPP][MXLTVSHYGXWPMOIXLIM4LSRI [LIVIXLI
battery is integrated into the product and cannot be
VIQSZIH XLMWIWWIRXMEPP]TVSZMHIWXVEGOMRK
potential of phones. This capability is now also
FIMRK I\TPSMXIH MR XLI GSQQIVGMEP [SVPH 7IVZMGIW
such as Loopt, Venti Coffee and Njection are using
this information to respectively broadcast your
[LIVIEFSYXW ½RHXLIRIEVIWX7XEVFYGOWERHRSXMJ]
you of speed traps.
Moving forward, as phones are used to enable
XMGOIXPIWW XVEZIP XLVSYKL GLEVKMRK XLI S[RIV [LIR
the phone rather than the person gets on and off
TYFPMG XVERWTSVX RIX[SVOW XLI YWI SJ XLI PSGEXMSR
of a personal mobile device as a reliable surrogate
for the individual is stimulating new applications in
LIEPXLGEVI½RERGMEPTE]QIRXWERHWSGMEPRIX[SVOMRK
to name just a few. However, it is not all just about
your mobile.
-R XLI 97 XLI 3R7XEV MRGEV GSQQYRMGEXMSR
system has been around for several years now and
TVSZMHIWHVMZIVW[MXLEFEGOYT[LIVIF]IQIVKIRG]
services can be called and locate a vehicle in case
SJEFVIEOHS[RSVEGGMHIRX%WXLMWXIGLRSPSK]LEW
become more widely adopted, the ability to use it to
XVEGOZILMGPIWLEWEPWSIZSPZIH 'EVLMVIGSQTERMIW
LEZIJSVWSQIXMQILEHXLIGETEFMPMX]XSEGXMZIP]XVEGO
[LIVI]SYHVMZIERHQEOIWYVIXLEX]SYHSR´XGVSWW
state and national borders without prior agreement
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The use of the location of a personal
mobile device as a reliable surrogate
for the individual is stimulating new
ETTPMGEXMSRWMRLIEPXLGEVI½RERGMEP
payments and social networking.

– or, if you do, then they charge you for the privilege.
%PXLSYKLXLIVI[EWETVMZEG]FEGOPEWLMRMXMEPP]XSHE]
there is widespread acceptance of this capability.The
)9MWEPWSQERHEXMRKXLIMRGSVTSVEXMSRSJXLMWX]TI
SJXIGLRSPSK]MRXSIZIV]RI[GEVJVSQERHWS
WSSRXLI[LSPIZILMGPI¾IIX ERHLIRGIMXWHVMZIVW
[MPPFIEFPIXSFIXVEGOIH 2SXSRP]HSIWXLMWEPPS[
for better emergency assistance, it also facilitates the
introduction of pervasive road pricing and similar
schemes – without the need for toll booths.
1SZMRK E[E] JVSQ HIZMGIIREFPIH XVEGOMRK FYX SR
WMQMPEVPMRIWQER]SJYWEVIEPVIEH]FIMRKGPSGOIHMR
and out of transport systems and many public and
GSVTSVEXIFYMPHMRKW -RXLI9/ XLI3]WXIV'EVHSR
XLI 0SRHSR8VERWTSVX W]WXIQ MW MRGVIEWMRKP] PMROIH
to an individual credit card holder and so can tell
the system where you enter and exit the tube or
KIXSRERHSJJFYWIW 7MQMPEVW]WXIQWMR,SRK/SRK
and Melbourne provide the functionality and so, as
non-contact payment is adopted more widely, this
XVEGOMRKSJYWMRERHSYXEW[IPPEW[MXLMRXVERWTSVX
RIX[SVOW[MPPMRGVIEWI
While passes are common for many corporate
employees and visitors, the introduction of biometric
IRXV]W]WXIQW¯[LIXLIVFEWIHSR½RKIVTVMRXWZSMGI
recognition or iris scans and which are a common

feature at many airports – are adding an extra layer of
XVEGIEFMPMX];LMPIXLIWIGYVMX]FIRI½XWEVIGPIEVQENSV
issues around privacy are bubbling under the surface.
-REHHMXMSRXLIYFMUYMX]SJWIGYVMX]GEQIVEWMRQER]
YVFER GIRXVIW ERH XVERWTSVX RIX[SVOW EPWS EPPS[W
for the monitoring of people and their movement
ZMEJEGMEPVIGSKRMXMSRWSJX[EVI -R0SRHSR XLIQSWX
QSRMXSVIHGMX]MRXLI[SVPH[MXLSZIV''8:
cameras, the average person is photographed over
XMQIWEHE]%JXIVFIMRKVI½RIHEKEMRMRXLI½VWX
instance by the security services for national security
and counter-terrorism surveillance, this is now going
mainstream in the commercial world. Although the
subject of some concerns about privacy, after trialling
MR4MGEWWE+SSKPI´W+SKKPIWTVSNIGXMWFVMRKMRKJEGMEP
recognition to a wider audience to allow them to
search for something on the internet simply by
XEOMRKETMGXYVISJMXSREQSFMPITLSRI
Privacy campaigners have cautioned that adding
JEGMEP VIGSKRMXMSR XS +SKKPIW EPPS[W YWIVW XS XVEGO
WXVERKIVW XLVSYKL E TLSXSKVETL QEOMRK MX MRXS ER
MHIEPXSSPJSVWXEPOIVWERHMHIRXMX]JVEYHWXIVW &YXEW
SXLIVGSQTERMIW WYGLEW-WVEIPMWXEVXYT*EGIGSQ
are also developing face-recognition tools, a global
rollout is not far away. Although a privacy invasion
FEGOPEWL MW TSWWMFPI MR WSQI EVIEW QSWX WII XLEX
with more customer-focused applications coming
on-line every day, providing new information to all,
consumer resistance will be marginal.

Car hire companies have for some
time had the capability to actively track
where you drive.
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0SSOMRKELIEHXS[IGERXLIVIJSVIWIIE[SVPH
in which, whether we want it or not, and whether we
WIIOXSEZSMHMXSVRSX[IEVIRSPSRKIVNYWXQSRMXSVIH
by border control when we leave and enter countries
FYX EVI EPP GSRWXERXP] XVEGOIH JSV FSXL WIGYVMX] ERH
GSQQIVGMEP ETTPMGEXMSRW 4IVZEWMZI TISTPI XVEGOMRK
will fast become the norm in most regions.

Google’s Goggles project is bringing
facial recognition to a wider audience to
allow them to search for something on
the internet simply by taking a picture
of it on a mobile phone.
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